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Multiple Shape Memory Polymers Based on Laminates Formed from Thiol-Click Chemistry Based Polymerizations

M. Podgórska,b C. Wanga and C. N. Bowmana*

This investigation details the formation of polymer network trilayer laminates formed by thiol-X click chemistries, and their subsequent implementation and evaluation for quadruple shape memory behavior. Thiol-Michael addition and thiol-isocyanate-based crosslinking reactions were employed to fabricate each of the laminate’s layers with independent control of the chemistry and properties of each layer and outstanding interlayer adhesion and stability. The characteristic features of step-growth thiol-X reactions, such as excellent network uniformity and narrow thermal transitions as well as their stoichiometric nature, enabled fabrication of trilayer laminates with three distinctly different glass transition temperatures grouped within a narrow range of 100 °C. Through variations in the layer thicknesses, a step-wise modulus drop as a function of temperature was achieved. This behavior allowed multi-step programming and the demonstration and quantification of quadruple shape memory performance. As is critical for this performance, the interface connecting the layers was evaluated in stoichiometric as well as off-stoichiometric systems. It was shown that the laminated structures exhibit strong interfacial binding and hardly suffer any delamination during cyclic material testing and deformation.

Introduction

Multiple shape memory polymers (MSMPs), unlike traditional dual-shape memory materials, are an advanced class of smart materials that possess at least two metastable shapes from which they can transform consecutively, upon application of the necessary stimulus, to a permanent configuration1–10. The simplest example would be a material with two temporary shapes (A and B) that can recover from a distinct shape A through an intermediate configuration B, and into a final, permanent shape C. The shape memory effect in MSMPs is achieved by a multi-step programming, during which process a sample is deformed repeatedly and fixed into temporary shapes. For example, to fix two temporary shapes A and B, a two-step programming is used for a polymer structure that must allow the formation of two distinct domains comprising independent covalent or physical crosslinks11,12.

Such behavior is typical for triple shape memory polymers (TSMPs). This concept was for the first time explored by Bellin et al. who prepared a TSMP by combining two crystalline switching phases of poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL) and PEG13. In a similar approach, Peng and co-workers demonstrated a TSM effect utilizing a polymer network characterized with two different transition temperatures originating from a semi-crystalline phase of PEG2000 (melting temperature) and an amorphous phase of PMMA (glass transition temperature)13.

Following from these initial reports, significant progress has been made in the technology and chemistry of MSMPs. Utilizing various chemical and materials approaches, others have combined amorphous vs. crystalline switching phases in several polymer systems14–18. Luo et al. developed a composite TSM by incorporating low-melting PCL fibers into an epoxy matrix with an appropriate glass transition temperature19. The changes in chemical composition of the fibers and the matrix allowed for control over the desired range of transitions required for several applications. Voit and coworkers designed a supramolecular vs. covalent TSMP by polymerizing UPy-functionalized (meth)acrylate monomers with n-alkyl-containing monoacrylates and acrylate crosslinkers20. The glass transition temperature of the acrylate network and dissociation of self-complimentary hydrogen bonding between UPy units allowed for control of the transitions and thermomechanics of the thus made TSMPs. Polymer bilayers were shown to have a distinct TSM effect in laminated epoxy layers with two distinct glass transition temperatures21. Adjustments in the moduli ratios between the layers, interfacial adhesion, and Tg difference were pointed out as the key criteria in the design of a well-performing TSM material. Also, polymer blends of either semicrystalline polymers such as
poly(cyclooctene)/polyethylene or amorphous polymers such as polyurethane/polytetramethylene were shown to have TSM properties.

All of these examples describe the simplest case of MSMPs, i.e. TSMPs with triple-shape actuation capabilities. However, it was not until 2010 that Xie reported quadruple shape memory properties of thermoplastic polytetrafluoroethylene containing perfluoroether sulfonic acid side chains. His concept was based on one broad transition \( T_g \) considered as a spectrum of an infinite number of phase transitions. Multi-shape programming was achieved within this broad transition, with each shape recovery corresponding to infinitely sharp transition continuously distributed across the materials’ \( T_g \) range. In the follow-up work the same authors described a creative strategy for using a poly(styrene-co-methyl acrylate) gradient copolymer designed in such a way as to form a V-shaped gradient sequence. Its chain sequence and the resulting microphase separation allowed a very broad \( T_g \) range and even quintuple shape programming. A potential drawback of such an approach was deteriorating shape fixity (falling below 60%) with the increasing number of transitions and the temporal instability of each transitional state because of slow relaxation that continuously occurs within the broad transition range.

Recently, we showed a TSMP incorporating two distinct thiol-Michael polymer network composites with varied glass transition temperatures. The selective reaction between thiol and ene monomers has led us toward the synthesis of near-IPN type of material consisting of two thiol-Michael network domains within one sample and obtained in a one pot procedure. Specifically, divinyl sulfone (DVS) was reacted with tetramercaptoacetate thiol (PETMA) followed by subsequent reaction of a triacrylate monomer with tetramercaptopropionate thiol (TMPTMP). These two polymers have well separated and very narrow glass transitions (55 and 10°C, respectively), as is common for thiol-based step-growth materials. Their features enabled a TSM effect, which additionally possessed impressive intermediate shape stability.

Continuing our efforts, we decided to explore further the benefits of thiol-X reactions in shape memory materials preparation. As thiol-X network materials generally possess uniform structures with very narrow transitions, theoretically it should be possible to combine three separate networks with varied and rapid transitions, within a relatively narrow temperature range while still achieving excellent temporal and thermal stability associated with each of the narrow thermal transitions. The key requirement is that the transitions should not overlap and be well separated. Another prerequisite would be to have the transitions within some reasonable working temperatures, not too low and not too high. Having that in mind, it would be difficult to attain all these features using thiol-Michael chemistry only, as it usually does not allow for the formation of high \( T_g \) glasses. However, thiols are known to react rapidly with isocyanates, and the resulting thioether-rich networks reach glass transitions significantly higher than those formed from thiol-Michael-based polymers. Therefore, adopting a layer-by-layer methodology, similar to the one described by Xie and coworkers, we prepared laminated structures consisting of two and three either thiol-Michael or thiol-Michael/thiol-isocyanate layers which result in triple and quadruple shape memory behavior, respectively. To facilitate interfacial bonding between the layers in a laminate, off-stoichiometric monomer mixtures were considered where the residual, unreacted thiols (or other functional groups) present in the underlying layer are available for covalent reaction with the subsequent layer. This approach assures strong, covalent coupling between the layers. Laminates were characterized by dynamic mechanical measurements, and quadruple shape memory (QSM) demonstration was recorded by video and analysis of shape and dimensional changes. Also, the interfacial bonding was evaluated in tensile experiments.

Experimental methods

**Materials**

Trimethylolpropane triacylate (TMPTA), triphenylphosphine (TPP), methanesulfonic acid (MsOH), hexamethylene diisocyanate (HMDI), toluene diisocyanate (TDI) and rhodamine B were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-mercaptopropanoate) (PETMA) was purchased from TCI America. Divinyl sulfone (DVS) was purchased from Oakwood Chemicals. Trimethylolpropane tris(3-mercaptopropionate) (TMPTMP) and pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-mercaptopropionate) (PETPM) were donated from Bruno Back. All chemicals were used as received unless otherwise noted.

**Methods**

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) was performed using a TA Instruments Q800 dynamic mechanical analyzer. Laminated samples as well as single polymeric layers were prepared in 0.25 or 1 mm thick glass cells. All samples were thermally treated at 80 °C for 30 min to ensure the highest conversion attainable. Samples of the dimensions 10×4×1/0.25 mm were used in the DMA tests. The temperature was ramped at 3 °C/min with a frequency of 1 Hz. The glass transition temperature(s) \( T_g \) were assigned as the temperature(s) at the peak of the tan δ curve.

**Shape Memory Measurements.** Single film shape memory tests were conducted on a TA Instruments Q800 dynamic mechanical analyzer. Experiments were run in controlled force mode. As the limited force in the DMA instrument prevented the tests on laminated films, experiments were conducted only on neat single layers. The runs were done in duplicate. Shape fixity \( R_f \) and shape recovery \( R_r \) values were calculated from the equations:

\[
R_f = \frac{\varepsilon_f}{\varepsilon_{max}} \times 100 \%
\]
\[
R_r = \frac{\varepsilon_{final}}{\varepsilon_{max}} \times 100 \%
\]

In the equations \( \varepsilon_f, \varepsilon_{max} \) and \( \varepsilon_{final} \) represent the strain after shape-fixing, the maximum strain attained, and the final strain after each shape memory cycle, respectively.
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QSM tests were performed on the laminate stripes coiled around cylindrical mandrels of different diameters. Shape fixity and shape recovery values were obtained by comparing the differences in diameters for the achieved shapes after each step of programming \((R_s = d_{prog}/d_{rec} \times 100\%\) and subsequent recovery \((R_r = d_{prog}/d_{rec} \times 100\%\) to the diameters of the respective cylinders used. In these equations, \(d_{prog}\) is the diameter of cylinder used for programming, \(d_{rec}\) is the diameter within the circular sample after releasing of the strain, and \(d_{rec}\) is the diameter of the subsequently recovered circular shape.

Fabrication of Laminates. As detailed previously, TPP/MsOH (1/0.2 wt %) was used as a time-delayed initiator system for the thiol−Michael addition, and TPP/MsOH/DVS (1/0.2/3 wt %) was used for the thiol-isocyanate reaction, respectively. In the case of the thiol-Michael reaction, TPP and MsOH were dissolved in the thiol, and then the thiol was mixed with the vinyl monomer until a homogenous mixture was obtained. In the case of the thiol-isocyanate reaction, TPP and MsOH were added to the thiol. DVS was added to the isocyanate, and then both mixtures were combined and homogenized.

The layers in the laminates consisted of mixtures of TMPTMP/TMPTA, PETMA/DVS, PETMP/HMDI or PETMP/HMDI/TDI. Either 10 wt % excess of the thiol or vinyl/isocyanate monomer was also considered to improve the interfacial bonding.

To validate the uniformity of the thus prepared laminates, rhodamine B dye was added in the upper and bottom layers during the preparation of an exemplary three-layered laminate. Subsequently, microscopic images were collected to confirm the interface within the tested laminate. As depicted in Fig. 1, a uniform laminated structure with a very well defined interface and precise layer thickness was revealed.

Tensile testing. Tensile experiments were conducted on dual-type rectangular samples comprised of two types of polymeric materials bonded at the cross-section. The sample sizes were 10/4/1 mm with the bonding cross-section located in the middle of the sample. Similar to the laminate preparation technique, the dual-type samples were prepared by polymerizing a given mixture of monomers being placed in contact with the already polymerized film. The interface texture was that of the 1 mm thick glass slide used as the spacer during preparation of the initial film. PETMA/DVS and PETMP/HMDI stoichiometric and off-stoichiometric mixtures were selected for the interfacial bonding testing. In the off-stoichiometric experiments, 10 wt % excess of HDMI and PETMA or PETMP and DVS was used. All samples were thermally annealed at 80°C for 30 min. The tensile tests were performed at ambient conditions with the crosshead speed of 2 mm/min.

Fig. 1. Microscopic images of a side view of an exemplary 0.4 mm thick three-layered laminate in three different enlargements. The laminate specimen having two layers dyed with rhodamine B is depicted on the left side of the figure. The close-up images show three distinct layers with well defined thicknesses.

Results and discussion

Bi-layer and trilayer laminates

As a proof of concept, two bilayer laminates were prepared and tested for their shape memory behavior. Analogous to the networks employed in our recent TSM composite example, the same monomers were utilized here to fabricate the layers of a bilayer film.

Specifically, an off-stoichiometric mixture of PETMA/DVS (10 wt% excess thiol) was polymerized on top of a TMPTMP/TMPTA (10 wt % excess acrylate) film. Two bilayers were formed from different relative ratios of the layer thicknesses, i.e. the TMPTMP/TMPTA layer had a thickness of 250 μm, whereas the PETMA/DVS layer thickness varied, and was either 100 or 50 μm. The DMA profiles for these bilayer samples are presented in Fig. 2. Both polymeric bilayers have three discernible plateaus in their storage moduli vs. temperature behavior, which is a characteristic feature of TSM materials based on two transitions. The maxima on the tan delta curves reflect the glass transitions of the layers, and match closely those reported previously which were 10 and 55°C, respectively. The slightly lower T_g values obtained here are due to the component off-stoichiometry in the layers resulting in somewhat reduced crosslinking densities. It is evident that the position of the mid-plateau depends on the ratio between the layers in the samples. Further, the lowest T_g layer, i.e. TMPTMP/TMPTA can be programmed at sub-ambient temperature only, which may not be practical for MSM implementations. Nevertheless, it was implemented here to facilitate the shape memory demonstration within temperatures that do not exceed 100°C.
By changing the relative thicknesses of the two compositions, the balance in the stress between the layers would be affected during TSM programming, and the TSM effect could be tuned to be either stronger or weaker. For best performance both differences in the modulus values on either side of the mid-modulus should be possibly the largest. Therefore, the bilayer analyzed in Fig 2b represents a better TSM laminate.

---

However, we did not run a TSM test on any of these two bilayer laminates, as it is more interesting to increase the degree of complexity and introduce a third layer in an attempt to demonstrate quadruple shape memory behavior. Thiol-X chemistry is ideal for this purpose as it produces uniform, narrow transition polymer networks. To introduce a third material, it is more practical for it to be in the higher temperature range, i.e., above the glass transition of PETMA/DVS. Therefore, we chose a thiourethane network resulting from the reaction of the tetrathiol PETMP and the diisocyanate HMDI. Both these reactants are liquids, and their mixture retains sufficient stability to provide time to fabricate the laminate. Based on the same principles of making bilayers, the relative layer thickness in the trilayer laminate should decrease with increasing glass transition temperature of the layer. Originally, a trilayer laminate was prepared containing 250 μm thick TMPTMP/TMPTA film, 100 μm thick PETMA/DVS film, and 50 μm thick PETMP/HMDI film. The softest thiol acrylate layer was chosen to be the middle part of the laminate with the simultaneous goal of improving the laminate’s toughness. All thiol-X layers were made in slight (10 wt%) off-stoichiometric ratios with the middle layer having acrylate excess, and the side layers both having thiol excess, respectively. The DMA profile of a trilayer made in such a manner is depicted in Fig. 3a. As expected, the DMA plots had all the features of a QSM material such as three transitions and four distinct plateaus on the modulus, but the highest two transitions were still too close to each other. Improving on that, TDI was added in the highest T_g layer by replacing 10 wt % of the original HMDI content. Increasing the thiourethane network stiffness enabled a material with yet higher T_g as is shown in Fig. 3b. To fabricate a QSM material with all its T_g’s above ambient, it would likely be necessary to have at least one laminate layer with a transition temperature close to or higher than 100 °C. It is possible to achieve that behavior for example by using higher concentrations of structurally stiffer aromatic diisocyanates such as the TDI example previously discussed. Changing the relative concentrations of the two isocyanates, or acrylates for that matter, is a very convenient method to tune the materials’ T_g. A pure PETMP/TDI network reaches T_g values as high as 145 °C, and still retains impressive uniformity as indicated by the tan delta half-width value of 19 °C (Fig. S1).
Fig. 3. Dynamic mechanical analysis of trilayer polymer laminates consisting of off-stoichiometric layers of PETMA/DVS (10 wt % thiol excess), TMPTMP/TMPTA (10 wt % acrylate excess) and PETMP/HMDI or PETMP/HMDI/TDI (10 wt % thiol excess): the ratio between the layer thicknesses was 100/250/50 μm for the layers of PETMA/DVS, TMPTMP/TMPTA, and PETMP/HMDI (a) or PETMP/HMDI/TDI (b). The inclusion of 10 wt % of TDI instead of HMDI (b) improved the T_g differences between the layers in the laminate by increasing the T_g of the thiol-isocyanate layer.

Single-film shape memory tests

As the MSM effect is dependent on the shape memory performance of each independent layer, the thiol-X single films, here made in stoichiometric ratios, were initially assessed for their shape memory properties. Shape fixity (R_f) and shape recovery (R_r) values were measured in tensile tests in the DMA. Duplicate dual-shape memory cycles with the relevant R_f and R_r values are included in Fig 4.

QSM tests

To test the SM capabilities of network materials, others have relied on a three point bending configuration which is not as limited by accessible forces or extent of sample deformation as in the case of the tensile mode\textsuperscript{21,28,29}. Even though the thiol-based networks are characterized by limited extent of maximal deformation, especially when subjected to external stresses above their T_g’s, here the thiol-X networks were deformed without failure up to 12 % strain in tensile experiments. Within this strain/stress range all three types of samples showed very good SM properties as denoted by the R_f and R_r values estimated in the range of 100-96 % and 91-87 %, respectively. Interestingly, post-test sample examination revealed 100 % shape recovery (R_r) in all samples disclosing the methods’ limitations. Therefore, it can be concluded that the SM properties of the thiol-X polymers should be sufficient to reproduce a QSM behavior when combined in a trilayer. For the QSM demonstration a trilayer laminate made of a 250 μm thick TMPTMP/TMPTA film, a 100 μm thick PETMA/DVS film, and a 50 μm thick PETMP/HMDI/TDI film was selected with characteristic features as detailed in Fig. 3b. A laminate strip of the dimensions 100/8/0.4 mm was subjected to a three-step programming at the temperatures of 75, 45, and 0°C, respectively. In Scheme 1 subsequent shape recovery steps are displayed.

Fig. 4. Dual-shape memory cycles taken in duplicate around each individual T_g for: TMPTMP/TMPTA (a); PETMA/DVS (b); PETMP/HMDI/TDI (c). 10/4/1 mm samples were analyzed. All samples prepared in a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio of thiol to acrylates, isocyanates or vinyl sulfones. R_f and R_r values as well as the layers’ T_g’s are also included in the figure.
Scheme 1. Schematic of quadruple shape recovery cycle in a trilayer laminate. At a temperature of -25 °C the thickest 250 μm middle layer holds the compressed spring shape – i.e., temporal shape III. Then, the spring unfolds into temporal shape II at 0 °C, i.e. the shape maintained by the 100 μm thick layer. At 45 °C temporal shape I (a reversed spring) is recovered as programmed within the last, thinnest layer. At 75 °C the recovery track is completed when the permanent shape is recovered.

Table 1. Summary of quadruple shape memory (QSM) properties and their dependence on the direction of the laminates’ deformation. The shape fixity (Rf) was based on the relation Rf = dprog/dfix x 100 %, whereas the shape recovery was obtained from Rr = dprog/drec x 100 %.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test #</th>
<th>Bending direction</th>
<th>Rf (A → B) (%)</th>
<th>Rf (B → C) (%)</th>
<th>Rf (C → D) (%)</th>
<th>Rr (D → C) (%)</th>
<th>Rr (C → B) (%)</th>
<th>Rr (B → A) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Toward layer A (ABC)</td>
<td>84 (3)</td>
<td>93 (3)</td>
<td>91 (2)</td>
<td>97 (3)</td>
<td>88 (2)</td>
<td>100 (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Away from layer A (CBA)</td>
<td>73 (3)</td>
<td>82 (4)</td>
<td>99 (1)</td>
<td>94 (3)</td>
<td>71 (3)</td>
<td>100 (-)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More importantly, supporting information video SV1 shows a recorded QSM demonstration, which is in accordance with the graphic and photos in Scheme 1. The three recovery steps include: unfolding of a compressed spring at 0 °C, transformation into a reversed spring at 45 °C, and permanent shape recovery at 75 °C. This result is one of a very few examples showing a QSM transformation in a single sequence. It also nicely demonstrates the versatility and potential of thiol-X click chemistry for making ideal polymer networks.
around a cylinder of 10 mm in diameter and fixing the shape below -20 °C. The pictures describing the shape recovery cycles can be found in supporting information Fig. S2. Also, the degree of dependence of fixing/recovery on the direction of bending was determined. The degree of directionality of bending in a laminate consisting of layers ABC was assessed by deforming the laminate first toward layer A, and then away from layer A, i.e. towards layer C (Table 1). The tabulated data indicates strong dependence of fixing on the direction of laminate deformation. It is most obvious in the first step of high temperature programing where the shape-holding outer layer A is subjected to larger or lesser stresses depending on the direction of bending as denoted by the $R_f (A \rightarrow B)$ and $R_f (C \rightarrow B)$ values, respectively. During the initial shape fixing at the highest temperatures, the layers B and C are in their rubbery state, and therefore are expected to counterbalance the programmed shape proportionally to the degree of their deformation (straining).

When the laminate is deformed toward layer A, layer A is under higher strain than the other layers as they are further away from the cylinder surface, therefore overlapped over an effectively larger radius. In the opposite case, the layer A being the outermost layer from the surface of the cylinder is subjected to less strain than layers B and C. Consequently, layer A holds its shape better when it is strained more, whereas the other layers are strained less at the same time, than in the opposite case when layer A is subject to less strain then the other layers. This trend is also apparent in the second step of programming, but seems to be insignificant in the last step where the middle and the thickest layer holds the third programmed shape. Concluding, there are multiple factors such as the thickness, the order of the layers and their respective moduli at the shape fixing temperatures as well as the direction of deformation to be considered to achieve the optimal MSM effect.

### Laminate interfacial adhesion

One important requirement of any laminated structure is good interfacial adhesion. This necessity holds true, especially for shape memory laminates as they are subjected to large deformations and interfacial stresses during programming/recovery cycles. Any delamination that occurs would compromise the laminate’s performance. Because of the self-limiting character of step-growth thiol-X polymerizations, these reactions can be carried out off-stoichiometrically, which leaves residual functionality accessible on the surface and throughout the material for further modification reactions. Polymerizing an off-stoichiometric thiol-X mixture on top of an off-stoichiometric thiol-X film promotes covalent linking between the layers. The interface was evaluated between two different types of thiol-X substrates in systems with balanced stoichiometry as well as in off-stoichiometric mixtures. The characteristic stress vs. strain profiles for two-component samples that were welded at the cross-section are presented in Fig. 5.

To pull apart the thiol-X materials bound together in the cross-section area requires a significant amount of force. The cross-section fails only in case of the stoichiometric mixtures. In the two off-stoichiometric systems, both yielded in areas beyond the interfacial overlapping region, through substrate failure. This suggests, that the binding interface in off-stoichiometric films is stronger than the films themselves, indicating that a satisfactory level of interfacial adhesion is achieved. This outcome is confirmed in the three-step programming/recovery experiments of the laminated sample used for QSM tests, as we did not observe any delamination even after extensive and repeated laminate deformation.

### Conclusions

The versatile nature of thiol-X reactions was demonstrated to be useful for the formation of multiple shape memory behavior of laminates. The time-delayed reaction onset in the otherwise rapidly reacting mixtures enabled facile layer-by-layer laminate fabrication. Laminates having three different thiol-Michael or thiol-isocyanate polymeric layers were formed and evaluated for their shape memory properties and layer-to-layer adhesion. It was demonstrated that the shape memory effect relying on the $T_g$ separation in the layers could be tuned by the changes in chemistry involved and the off-stoichiometric imbalance. Further, the thickness of the layers was shown to be well maintained, and controlled, facilitating shape-to-shape
transformations and programming. On the other hand, the 15
interfacial adhesion between the layers was shown to have sufficient strength to withstand the deformations imposed on the laminate without failure. As a whole, the laminated composites made in tri-layers exhibited good quadruple shape memory properties as quantified by the values of $R_f$ and $R_r$ from QSM tests.
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Polymer network trilayer laminates formed by thiol-Michael and thiol-isocyanate click chemistries, and their subsequent implementation and evaluation for quadruple shape memory (QSM) behavior is presented.